Accountability CCWG

Steps & Milestones
Draft proposal – Dec 16th
Framing stages

Issues at stake
- Define Accountability
- Acc. to whom?
  - Purpose of accountability
- Contingencies & threats [WA4]
- Identify legal constraints

Assess current situation
- Existing mechanisms [WA1]
- Community feedbacks [WA2]
- CWG inputs [WA3]
- Best practice / benchmark
- Other inputs?

Prioritize
- Define WS1 vs WS2 [WA2]
- Define priorities based on highest impact
- Allocate WS1 / WS2 [WA2]

In red, key challenges for CCWG as a group as consensus will be sought

Initial proposal by mid-January meeting?

Consult community & adjust

Status by end of Singapore meeting?
Elaborating solutions (WS1 / WS2)

Elaborate high level Mechanisms
- Options & Alternatives
- High level description

Assess options
- Against predefined Priorities
- Against legal constraints
- Stress tests
- Select highest impact option

Detail mechanism
- Detail selected mechanisms
- Double check match with priorities and stress test

Consult community & adjust

In red, key challenges for CCWG as a group as consensus will be sought
Following up

Ensure support
- SO/ACs
- Submit to Board

Promote proposals
- Within Icann
- Outside

Implementation Oversight
- Check against proposal
- Answer clarifying questions